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HOME...

EVERY CAT KNOWS WHERE THEIR HOME IS, DON'T THEY?

OR AT LEAST WHERE THEY BELONG.
EVERY CAT...EXCEPT ME.
THIS IS RIVERCLAN.

IT'S SUPPOSED TO BE MY HOME.
But if you put claws to my throat and demanded I tell you where I belong?

RiverClan!

I couldn't give you an honest answer.

Let all cats old enough to swim gather...
I, LEOPARDSTAR, LEADER OF RIVERCLAN, CALL MY ANCESTORS TO LOOK DOWN ON THESE APPRENTICES.

THEY HAVE TRAINED HARD TO UNDERSTAND THE WAYS OF YOUR NOBLE CODE, AND I COMMEND THEM TO YOU AS WARRIORS IN THEIR TURN.

FEATHERPAW, DO YOU PROMISE TO UPHOLD THE WARRIOR CODE AND PROTECT AND DEFEND YOUR CLAN...

...EVEN AT THE COST OF YOUR LIFE?

LEOPARDSTAR’S WORDS RING IN MY EARS...

ECHOING DOWN THE LONG, PAINFUL ROAD THAT HAS LED ME TO THIS PLACE.
Our mother's name was Silverstream. I never really knew what she looked like, since she died when Stormpaw and I were born.

While our father, Graystripe, was a warrior of ThunderClan.

I've heard she was beautiful.

What I know is that she was a RiverClan cat...

After our mother died, RiverClan said Stormpaw and I belonged with them.

And Graystripe loved us so much, he left ThunderClan and joined us here.
So RiverClan was the first place where I was supposed to feel welcome.

Supposed to feel safe.

No wonder you lost that fish! You're half-ThunderClan!

You don't know anything!

We're real RiverClan kits. Why don't you go back where you came from?

Our mother was Crookedstar's daughter! And our father's the bravest warrior in RiverClan!

Stop that at once! That is not how you talk to a clanmate! Featherkit and Stormkit are just as much a part of RiverClan as you are.

Sorry...
BUT THEN...

THEN CAME THE BATTLE OVER SUNNINGROCKS.

AND GRAYSTRIPES COULDN’T BRING HIMSELF TO FIGHT HIS OLD CLANMATES.

LEOPARDSTAR HAD BECOME RIVERCLAN’S LEADER AFTER CROOKEDSTAR DIED...

...AND SHE SENT OUR FATHER AWAY. FOR GOOD.

HE WENT BACK TO THUNDERCLAN, AND WE WEREN’T ALLOWED TO SEE HIM ANYMORE.
I’LL NEVER FORGET THE DAY LEOPARDSTAR TOLD US.

LEOPARDSTAR! WHERE'S GRAYSTRIPER?

WHERE'S OUR FATHER? IS HE HURT? IS HE... IS HE DEAD?

WE DIDN'T EVEN GET TO SAY GOODBYE.

WORSE THAN DEAD.
HE'S A TRAITOR.

EVERYTHING CHANGED FOR US THAT DAY.

SO THAT'S IT, THEN. WE'VE GOT TO MAKE A CHOICE.

FOLLOW GRAYSTRIPER TO THUNDERCLAN? OR STAY HERE AND BECOME RIVERCLAN APPRENTICES?

IT ALL SEEMED SO SIMPLE BACK THEN. SAD, BUT SIMPLE.

WE'LL ALWAYS LOVE GRAYSTRIPER.

BUT WE'RE RIVERCLAN CATS. WE BELONG HERE. DON'T WE?

I WAS HOPING YOU'D SAY THAT. I LOVE IT HERE. AND ONE DAY, WE'LL BE RIVERCLAN WARRIORS!
AND NOW... HERE WE ARE. ABOUT TO BE NAMED WARRIORS OF RIVERCLAN. SO WHY IS THE QUESTION GNAWING AT ME -

AM I READY?

I KNOW WHAT GRAYSTRIPER WOULD SAY. "MAKE YOUR CLAN PROUD."

SO...

I DO.

THEN BY THE POWERS OF STARCLAN, I GIVE YOU YOUR WARRIOR NAME.

FEATHERPAW, FROM THIS MOMENT ON, YOU WILL BE KNOWN AS FEATHERTAIL.

STARCLAN HONORS YOUR BRAVERY AND COMPASSION...

...AND WE WELCOME YOU AS A FULL WARRIOR OF RIVERCLAN!
STORMPAW, DO YOU PROMISE TO UPHOLD THE WARRIOR CODE AND PROTECT AND DEFEND YOUR CLAN...

I BARELY EVEN HEAR THE REST OF LEOPARDSTAR’S WORDS.

STARCLAN HONORS YOUR STRENGTH AND LOYALTY...

STORMPAW, FROM THIS MOMENT ON, YOU WILL BE KNOWN AS STORMFUR.

MY BROTHER’S HAPPINESS MAKES ME HAPPY. AT LEAST A LITTLE. I KNOW HE DOESN’T HAVE MY DOUBTS.

THE DOUBTS THAT WILL NOT GO AWAY.

...AND WE WELCOME YOU AS A FULL WARRIOR OF RIVERCLAN!
This is supposed to be one of the proudest days of a cat’s life.

Feathertail, Stormfur.

Feathertail, Stormfur.

So why can’t I take any pride in it? Any joy?

This is such a great evening! I’m so happy for you!

Why does everything have to be cast in shadow?

Yes... yes, it’s a great night.
ALL RIGHT, NEW WARRIORS, LISTEN UP.

IT'S TIME FOR YOUR VIGIL. THAT MEANS YOU'RE GOING TO STAY AWAKE ALL NIGHT TONIGHT AND GUARD THE CAMP. IN SILENCE.

THAT'S MISTYFOOT. MY FORMER MENTOR, AND THE CURRENT RIVERCLAN DEPUTY.

I DON'T HAVE ANY DOUBTS ABOUT HER, AT LEAST. SHE'S ONE OF THE BEST CATS I'VE EVER MET.

USE THIS TIME TO COMMUNE WITH STARCLAN, AND THINK ABOUT YOUR NEW RESPONSIBILITIES AS WARRIORS OF RIVERCLAN.
Now that the official stuff is out of the way...

I cannot tell you how proud of you I am right now, Featherpaw — oh, excuse me. Feathertail.

You're going to be a great warrior!

And you, Little Stormkit, all grown up!

My brother would be so thrilled to see you today.

Stonefur.

I miss him.
AN ENTIRE NIGHT SPENT IN SILENCE. IT WON'T BOTHER ME...

...THOUGH I'M AFRAID NOT BEING ABLE TO TALK MIGHT KILL MY BROTHER.

I DON'T KNOW ABOUT COMMUNING WITH STARCLAN... BUT THIS CERTAINLY DOES GIVE ME PLENTY OF TIME FOR MEMORIES.

THEY WORKED HARD TRAINING STORMPAW AND ME. TAUGHT US TO FIGHT AND HUNT AND SWIM AND FISH.

MISTYFOOT AND STONEFUR WERE THE BEST MENTORS WE COULD HAVE ASKED FOR.

THOSE ARE THE GOOD MEMORIES.

MOST OF THE REST OF THEM...

ARE JUST PAINFUL NOW.
IT ALL WENT WRONG WHEN RIVERCLAN FOUND OUT MISTYFOOT AND STONEFUR WERE HALF-CLAN CATS. JUST LIKE STORMPAW AND ME.

MY BROTHER AND I DIDN’T CARE. IT ONLY MADE US FEEL CLOSER TO THEM.

BUT THEN ONE CAT ROSE UP. BECAME LEADER OF SHADOWCLAN.

HIS NAME WAS TIGERSTAR.

TIGERSTAR SPENT A LOT OF TIME TALKING TO LEOPARDSTAR, TELLING HER THINGS. CONVINCING HER OF THINGS.
Tigerstar said ShadowClan and RiverClan should join together. Become one clan.

And Leopardstar agreed.

She thought it would make RiverClan stronger... allying with another powerful clan.

She was wrong.

Tigerstar took all the power for himself.
TIGERSTAR BECAME THE LEADER OF THE NEW TIGERCLAN.

AND TIGERSTAR HATED HALF-CLAN CATS.

STONEFUR.

YOU THINK A MISERABLE HALF-CLAN WARRIOR CAN PROVE HIS LOYALTY TO TIGERCLAN?

VERY WELL. SHOW ME HOW LOYAL YOU CAN BE.
KILL THOSE TWO APPRENTICES.

I COULDN'T MOVE. COULDN'T MAKE A SOUND. COULDN'T BREATHE.

THOSE WERE RIVERCLAN CATS OUT THERE. CATS WHO WERE SUPPOSED TO ACCEPT US... PROTECT US. BUT NO CAT MADE A SOUND.

THEY WERE ALL TOO AFRAID OF TIGERSTAR.

LEOPARDSTAR...
PLEASE.
YOU'RE MY LEADER.
LEADER OF RIVERCLAN.
I ONLY TAKE ORDERS FROM YOU.

PLEASE, LEOPARDSTAR.
PLEASE, DO SOMETHING!
YOU HEARD TIGERSTAR, STONEFUR.
DO AS HE SAYS.

NO.
NO, I WILL NOT.

DISLOYALTY FROM A HALF-CLAN CAT. HOW PREDICTABLE.

STONEFUR WAS A PROUD, STRONG WARRIOR.

BUT DARKSTRIPE AND BLACKFOOT WERE TWO OF TIGERCLAN’S DEADLIEST FIGHTERS.

KILL HIM.
HE KNEW WHAT WAS GOING TO HAPPEN.

SLITCH!

WE ALL DID.

RRREEOOOWWR!
GET A MOVE ON, DARKSTRIPE!

YOU'RE FIGHTING LIKE A KITTYPET!

WHOMP!

FINISH IT!

SLATCH!

WHOOF -

WHAM!
We would've died that night, too. Stormfur and me.

It felt like we already had.

But our father came for us.

He took us to ThunderClan, along with Mistyfoot. He saved all our lives.

So we left our home... and Stonefur...behind us.
IT FELT SO STRANGE AT FIRST... BECOMING A PART OF THUNDERCLAN.

BUT WE STILL HAD MISTYFOOT. SHE KEPT UP OUR APPRENTICE TRAINING.

EVENTUALLY WE FOUND OUR PLACE THERE, AMONG THE OTHER THUNDERCLAN APPRENTICES.

WE EVEN HELPED DEFEAT THE CRUEL, WICKED ROGUE KNOWN AS SCOURGE -

THE CAT WHO FINALLY KILLED TIGERSTAR.
But I should've known that time of peace couldn't last.

It ended the day Leopardstar walked into the ThunderClan camp.

Now that Tigerstar and Scourge were both dead, she said, there was no more TigerClan.

RiverClan was re-forming.

Come back to RiverClan, it'll be the way it was before.

She offered to make Mistyfoot her new deputy.

To give us all a chance to "help rebuild the clan."

I guess Mistyfoot thought it was too good an offer to turn down.
“HELP REBUILD THE CLAN.”

SO HERE I AM. I’VE SWORN THE OATH. TAKEN MY WARRIOR NAME. LIKE IT OR NOT, I’M A RIVERCLAN CAT AGAIN.

BUT HOW? HOW CAN I BE THE LOYAL WARRIOR MY CLAN NEEDS, WHEN I DON’T TRUST LEOPARDSTAR AT ALL?

THAT’S IT! THE SUN’S UP, THE VIGIL’S OVER! WE DID IT!

WE’RE WARRIORS! REAL WARRIORS!

STORMFUR... DO YOU EVER THINK MAYBE...

DO YOU EVER WONDER IF WE MADE THE RIGHT CHOICE?

RIGHT CHOICE? WHAT’RE YOU TALKING ABOUT?

DO YOU EVER WONDER IF WE SHOULDN’T HAVE STAYED IN THUNDERCLAN, IS WHAT I’M TALKING ABOUT WITH GRAYstripe.

NO CAT EVER TRIED TO KILL US THERE.

IT WASN’T HOME, EXACTLY, BUT IT WAS SAFE.
ARE YOU SERIOUS?
IT'S A LITTLE LATE TO BE HAVING THOUGHTS LIKE THAT, DON'T YOU THINK?

... 

YEAH. I SUPPOSE IT IS.

THERE ARE OUR NEW WARRIORS! CONGRATULATIONS!

GOT THROUGH YOUR VIGIL ALL RIGHT, I SEE!

THANKS! IT WAS NO PROBLEM!

YES, THANK YOU.

LOOK, WHATEVER HAPPENS, I KNOW I'M A RIVERCLAN CAT. AND I THINK YOU KNOW YOU ARE, TOO.

I'LL BE THE BEST RIVERCLAN WARRIOR I CAN BE.

WE CAN GET PAST WHAT HAPPENED BEFORE.

I DON'T SAY IT OUT LOUD, BUT THE WORDS ARE RIGHT THERE ON MY TONGUE: "IF THEY'LL LET ME."
AND I DO TRY MY BEST, AS NEWLEAF TURNS THE LAND GREEN AGAIN.

I PUT THE TRAINING MISTYFOOT GAVE US TO GOOD USE.
SPLISH

THERE WE GO -

SPLASH

THWACK!
AFTER A WHILE, LIFE EVEN BEGINS TO SEEM ROUTINE.

I KNOW I SHOULD BE SETTLING INTO IT. RELAXING. ENJOYING THE LIFE OF A GROWN WARRIOR.

SO MUCH REPAIR WORK TO DO! SUNUP TO SUNDOWN, IT’S WEAVE REEDS, WEAVE REEDS!

SHADOWCLAN JUST RUINED OUR CAMP! DON’T YOU THINK SO, FEATHERTAIL?

EH.

BUT I CAN’T.
I just can't.

Feathertail! That was a nice juicy squirrel we got back there. Want to share it with me?

All these cats, living with one another.

Relying on one another.

Trusting one another...

Even with their lives.
No, thanks.

Oh... okay...

How can I live with the cats who wanted my brother and me dead just because of who our parents were?

Some days it feels like my brain has become a swarm of bees inside my head.

Who cheered when Stonefur died?

How can I ever look at Leopardstar and see anything...

...other than her giving that order?
THE DISTANCE STARTS SMALL...

...BUT IT GROWS EVERY DAY.

FEATHERTAIL!
THE FISH ARE JUMPING UP HERE!
WANT TO JOIN US?

NO, THANKS.
I'M FINE WHERE I AM.
How come she's always off by herself like that?

No idea.

Just let her be, I guess.

A few of them keep making the effort...

But word spreads swiftly enough.

Don't bother asking Feathertail. She always says no.
Part of me wants to tell myself that I’m fine with it. That I don’t need any other cat.

At the same time, I see how well Stormfur has fit in.

And I wonder how terrible a sister I am that I feel jealous.

Listen, Feathertail. I know you’re having trouble, and I want to help. I really do.

But I’ve made my choice. I hope you can understand that. I need to be part of RiverClan.

And that means... well, it means forgiving the cats who hurt us.

He wants a response from me. He deserves one. But I can only give him silence.
ALL RIGHT, LET’S HEAD OUT.

HEY. FEATHERTAIL.
YOU, UH... YOU’D RATHER GO OFF AND DO YOUR OWN THING. RIGHT?

INSTEAD OF HUNTING WITH US, I MEAN.

IF YOU DON’T MIND.

THAT’S FINE. SEE YOU BACK AT CAMP, THEN.

AND THERE IT IS. I GOT WHAT I WANTED.

THE CATS OF RIVERCLAN ARE LEAVING ME ALONE NOW.
SO WHY DOES IT FEEL SO ROTTEN?

SNFF SNFF

JUST ACROSS THAT RIVER LIES THUNDERCLAN TERRITORY.

I CAN'T HELP WONDERING HOW GRAYSTRIPE IS DOING.

IS HE HEALTHY? DOES HE MISS US? WILL HE-

SQUEEKK!
COME BACK HERE, YOU LOUSY LITTLE SNACK!

CHOMP

OH...

CRACK
OH! FEATHERPAW!
SORRY, SORRY, I DIDN'T MEAN TO CROSS INTO RIVERCLAN TERRITORY.

I JUST... WELL, I REALLY WANTED TO CATCH THAT STUPID SQUIRREL.

DON'T WORRY ABOUT IT, FERNPAW. IT COULDN'T HAPPEN TO ANYONE.

IT'S GOOD TO SEE YOU.

GOOD TO SEE YOU, TOO! IT'S BEEN MOONS!

ALSO, IT'S FERNCLOUD NOW! FIRESTAR MADE ME A WARRIOR!

THAT'S GREAT! AND YOU'RE NOT ALONE. I'M FEATHERTAIL NOW.
CONGRATULATIONS!

AND TO YOU!
I REMEMBER HOW MUCH YOU WANTED TO BE A WARRIOR.

WELL...
WE ALL DID, DIDN'T WE?

SO...
HOW ARE THINGS ACROSS THE RIVER?

THINGS ARE GOOD!
AND GRAYSTRIPE IS AN EXCELLENT DEPUTY.

HOW IS GRAYSTRIPE?

I DON'T THINK THERE'S A CAT IN THUNDERCLAN WHO DOESN'T LOVE HIM.

ALSO...
ANOTHER THING I'M VERY PLEASED ABOUT...

DUSTPELT AND I ARE MATES NOW!
THAT'S GREAT! CONGRATULATIONS AGAIN!

THANKS! IT IS GREAT, ISN'T IT? I CAN'T WAIT TO HAVE OUR FIRST LITTER!

HERE... YOU KNOW WHAT? WHY DON'T YOU TAKE THIS SQUIRREL.

REALY? ARE YOU SURE? IT WAS ON RIVERCLAN LAND WHEN YOU KILLED IT, I WON'T ARGUE ABOUT THAT....

NO, IT'S FINE. IT WAS YOUR PREY ANYWAY, AND IT SOUNDS LIKE YOU'RE GOING TO NEED YOUR STRENGTH.

BESIDES, I'VE NEVER CARED FOR SQUIRREL ALL THAT MUCH.

AND WHAT EXACTLY IS THIS?
WHY IS A THUNDERCLAN CAT SITTING HERE ON RIVERCLAN TERRITORY, FEATHERTAIL?

AND WHY IN THE NAME OF STARCLAN WOULD YOU GIVE AWAY FRESH-KILL?

IT'S FINE, REALLY, YOU CAN KEEP IT –

I DON'T WANT TO FIGHT ABOUT IT....
YEAH? WELL, MAYBE I DO WANT TO FIGHT ABOUT IT!

COME ON, BLACKCLAW! WE'RE GOING TO TEACH THIS PUNY LITTLE CAT A LESSON.

MAKE SURE SHE THINKS HARD BEFORE SHE TRESPASSES AND STEALS OUR PREY AGAIN!

I HAVEN'T TORN INTO A THUNDERCLAN HIDE IN MOONS!

LEAVE HER ALONE!
GO, FERNCLoud.
IT'S TIME FOR YOU TO LEAVE.

FEATHERTAIL,
I'M SORRY. I - I DIDN'T MEAN FOR -

GO!

I DON'T BELIEVE WHAT I'M SEEING.
You're no warrior. You're surely no warrior of RiverClan!

Leopardstar is going to hear about this.

Part of me wants to agree with them. Just be open about it.

I am no warrior of RiverClan.

Not really.

How could you, Feathertail?

Giving away prey to a cat from another clan? You know what that is.

That's the act of a traitor.
Ferncloud was already chasing the squirrel when it crossed the river.

It belonged to her.

Prey goes where it wants. If Ferncloud were a decent hunter, she would’ve caught it in her own territory.

And on top of that... how dare you unsheathe your claws at your clanmates?

Especially in defense of a cat from another clan?

I need to know what’s in your heart, Feathertail. You’re going to have to prove your loyalty.

It’s all I can do not to laugh in her face.

I’m the one who needs to prove my loyalty?

She’s the one who betrayed Riverclan!

We’re just supposed to forget that?

She’s the one who threw in with Tigerstar!

Well, I haven’t forgotten.
Until you remember how to act like a real warrior, Feathertail, I have no choice but to treat you like an apprentice.

For the next half-moon, you'll be taking care of the elders. Cleaning out dens. Gathering fresh moss for nests. Unless you have a problem with that?

There's a lot I could say.

A lot I want to say.... but now is not the time.

No, Leopardstar.

It's fine.
THIS IS HUMILIATING.

MORE SO AS EACH DAY DRAGS BY.

BUT AT LEAST IT GIVES ME AN EXCUSE NOT TO TALK TO ANY CAT.

THAT'S A GOOD LOOK FOR YOU, FEATHERTAIL!
You know, this punishment thing has worked out well for the clan.

We're a little short on young cats, after all. It's nice to have some cat to do the apprentice work.

How would you like to eat this moss?

It wouldn't be so bad if some of the other warriors weren't so filthy.

I think Blackclaw tears up his nest moss on purpose. He's trying to make this as hard for me as possible.

Hey, easy now, it's only for another couple of days.

Well... you realize... some of the other warriors are pretty angry with you.

And, honestly, they have a right to be.

You're taking their side?
I'm not telling you anything you don't already know.

Giving away prey? You took something RiverClan needed. If we start letting other cats hunt on our territory...

Well, then who's going to respect our borders at all? The whole Clans would suffer.

Honestly... the truth is...

I do still feel loyalty to ThunderClan. And not just because our father is Deputy there.

It just seemed natural to help FernCloud.

Stormfur, ThunderClan took us in when RiverClan turned against us.

We both trained as apprentices alongside FernCloud!

We all fought BloodClan together. All the ThunderClan apprentices.

I know. I know what you're saying is true. It's just... it doesn't change anything.
Maybe not. But I know Ferncloud better than I do most of the cats here.

That prey did belong to her.

And I couldn’t let the other cats hurt her. I just couldn’t.

You’ve got to make up your mind, Feathertail.

A cat can’t stand with her paws in more than one clan.

At least that was the last of the nest moss for the day.

Hey, listen – there’s a nice minnow on the fresh-kill pile. Want to share it with me?

I’d be honored.
LEOPARDSTAR!

WHAT'S WRONG, BLACKCLAW?

PATROL JUST PICKED UP A SCENT – A STRONG ONE.

ROGUE CATS, INSIDE THE RIVERCLAN BORDER.

FEATHERTAIL, STORMFUR.

ALL RIGHT.

I'LL TAKE A FRESH PATROL AND SCARE THEM OFF.

COME WITH ME.
It was over this way...

Sniff Sniff

Strangers! This is Riverclan territory! You need to leave —
- IMMEDIATELY.
LOOK HOW SKINNY THEY ARE! BLACKCLAW COULDN'T HAVE CHASED THEM OFF BY HIMSELF.

WHAT WARRIOR NEEDS A WHOLE PATROL TO DEAL WITH THESE THREE?

THOSE POOR LITTLE MITES!

THEY'RE TERRIFIED.

WHY ARE YOU HERE?

WHAT BUSINESS DO YOU HAVE WITH RIVERCLAN?
MY NAME IS SASHA. THESE ARE MY KITS... HAWK AND MOTH.

PLEASE. WE ASK ONLY FOR YOUR MERCY.

IS SHE SERIOUS? THERE'S NO WAY!

ALL THEY WANT TO DO IS TAKE ADVANTAGE OF US!

STARCLAN, WHAT A BULLY BLACKCLAW IS.

LEOPARDSTAR... WE CAN'T JUST TURN THEM AWAY.

PLEASE... LEOPARDSTAR?

PLEASE. WE'LL WORK HARD. I SWEAR.

I'VE...

I'VE ALREADY LOST ONE KIT. I DON'T WANT TO LOSE THESE TWO.

FOR WHAT IT'S WORTH... I WAS JUST TELLING FEATHERTAIL THAT WE COULD USE SOME NEW APPRENTICES.

THE NURSERY'S NEARLY EMPTY.
HMMM.

YOUR KITS DO LOOK HEALTHY. OR THEY WOULD, IF THEY HAD A FEW SOLID MEALS.

ALMOST READY TO BE APPRENTICED.

FINE.

"...COME WITH US."

ADMIT IT. YOU'LL ENJOY HAVING SOME NEW APPRENTICES AROUND TO DO THE CAMP WORK, RIGHT?

IN CASE YOU GET IN TROUBLE AGAIN?

QUIET, YOU.
It takes barely a quarter-moon for Sasha to fit right in with RiverClan.

She proves to be a capable enough hunter...
And though she hasn’t yet taken a warrior’s name, the other warriors seem to accept her readily enough.

Little wonder. She’s charming. Outgoing. Every cat enjoys her company.

Part of me wonders what that feels like.

I shouldn’t wonder. Not when I’ve worked so hard to push every cat away.

Still. It’s just... it’s not fair. Sasha wasn’t born into any clan.

Why should she be accepted, when I never will be?
OH!

FEATHERTAIL.

I...WOLUD SAY SO, YES. THOUGH SHE SEEMS HESITANT ABOUT TAKING A WARRIOR’S NAME.

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF OUR NEWEST CAT? IS SHE FITTING IN WELL?

YES. SHE’S TOLD ME SHE NEEDS A BIT OF TIME TO THINK ABOUT IT. I RESPECT THAT.

AFTER ALL...

JOINING A CLAN IS NOT SOMETHING TO BE TAKEN LIGHTLY. YOU UNDERSTAND THAT BETTER THAN MOST, DON’T YOU?

OH, I UNDERSTAND, LEOPARDSTAR. BETTER THAN YOU DO.
Sasha’s kits - Hawk and Moth - settle into Clan life just as easily as their mother.

It seems as if they’ve been part of RiverClan forever.

I hope being hungry is the worst thing that ever happens to them.

I hope they never have to face the terror that Stormfur and I did.
HERE! PLAY WITH THIS.

GET IT! GET IT!

NO! IT'S MINE!

I'LL GET IT!
LOOK AT THOSE TWO. A ROCK COULD PAY BETTER ATTENTION TO THE KITS.

BUT I AM PAYING ATTENTION... AND IT ONLY TAKES A HEARTBEAT TO REMIND ME -

HAWK AND MOTH ARE FITTING IN WELL, BUT THEY WEREN'T BORN HERE...

AND THEY DON'T KNOW THE RIVER!
OH - OH NO!

HELP!
MOth!  GLub! SASHA! GLub

HAWK!

HE CAN'T SWIM! NO NO NO NO NO!
I'M COMING!

SPLASH
GET OVER HERE...
YOU WRIGGLY LITTLE RUNT...

YES!

WHUMP!
SASHA!

HAWK ALMOST DROWNED. HE GOT IN THE WATER AND WASHED AWAY!

AAAAAHHH!

FEATHERTAIL, THAT...
THAT WAS BEAUTIFUL.

HAWK!

YOU REACTED THE WAY A TRUE WARRIOR WOULD. THAT KIT’S ALIVE NOW BECAUSE OF YOUR ACTIONS.

YES, WELL.
I DIDN’T DO IT FOR YOU.
It takes a while for my legs to stop shaking.

Not that I would let any cat see them shake.

Feathertail...?

I, uh... I'd like to talk to you...
If you don't mind?

If you do mind, that's fine, I don't want to disturb you. It can wait....
I just wanted to... to thank you... for saving Hawk.

He and Moth were so scared because... well, their brother, Tadpole...

Tadpole drowned. Earlier this Newleaf. They both...

It, um, happened in front of them. They both saw it.

Anyway.

I just wanted to say thanks.

Sasha. Wait.

Would you like to share some prey?

We’ve been wandering. Since Tadpole died.

Just trying to survive.

Not very well, as you saw you when you found us.
WE TRIED TO JOIN A GROUP OF BARN CATS, BUT THAT TURNED OUT TO BE... NOT SUCH A GOOD PLACE.

SO WE HAD TO LEAVE.

ALL I WANT IS A TRUE HOME FOR MY KITS. YOU KNOW?

I HOPED RIVERCLAN COULD BE THAT HOME.

AND, SO FAR, IT HAS BEEN. I CAN’T TELL YOU HOW GRATEFUL I AM. WE ALL ARE.

WHAT HAPPENED TO THE KITS’ FATHER?

IS HE STILL AROUND?

N-NO...

NO, HE DIED.

AND JUST LIKE THAT – SASHA AND I BECAME NEARLY INSEPARABLE.
NO ONE IS AS SURPRISED AS I AM THAT SASHA AND I HAVE BECOME FRIENDS.

MAYBE THIS IS THE ONLY WAY I COULD HAVE A FRIEND.

LIKE THIS?

SPLASH

TWO OUTCASTS. DRAWN TOGETHER.
WITH SASHA'S BLESSING, I EVEN START TEACHING HAWK AND MOTH HOW TO SWIM.

NOW, YOUR MENTORS, WHOEVER THEY'RE GOING TO BE, WILL SHOW YOU TO REALLY SWIM LIKE THE REST OF RIVERCLAN.

BUT THERE'S NO HARM IN LEARNING THE BASICS. THIS WAY YOU'LL BE SAFE CLOSE TO THE RIVER.

BUT YOU SHOULD STILL NEVER SWIM ALONE. NOT UNTIL YOUR MENTORS HAVE TOLD YOU IT'S ALL RIGHT.

SAY THANK YOU!

THANK YOU, FEATHERTAIL!

THANKS, FEATHERTAIL!

AS I WATCH THE KITS SPLASH AROUND IN THE SHALLOW, I REALIZE I'M FEELING SOMETHING I HAVEN'T FELT BEFORE.
SOMETHING DEEP INSIDE ME.
IN MY HEART.

IS THIS WHAT BEING PART OF A CLAN IS SUPPOSED TO FEEL LIKE?

I HAVE TO SAY, FEATHERTAIL, IT'S GOOD TO SEE YOU MAKING FRIENDS. I WASN'T SURE THAT WAS GOING TO HAPPEN HERE.

AND, YOU KNOW.

IT IS NICE TO HAVE A FRIEND OTHER THAN YOU.

NEITHER WAS I.

AND YOU KNOW WHAT WOULD BE EVEN BETTER... IS IF I COULD MENTOR ONE OF THOSE KITS. HAWK IS VERY BRAVE, AND MOTH IS SO CLEVER!

I THINK I COULD TEACH THEM A LOT.... PLUS, I THINK I CAN TRUST SASHA. SINCE SHE HAD NOTHING TO DO WITH EVERYTHING THAT HAPPENED.

HEY!
Feathertail... if you don’t mind me asking...

How come you stay so... separate from the other RiverClan cats? Except for Stormfur and Mistyfoot, I mean.

Well... there was an evil cat who took over both RiverClan and ShadowClan. He demanded Stormfur and I be killed for being half-clan. And he did kill Stonefur, Mistyfoot’s brother.

At first I thought you were just shy. But you’re not, are you? Not really?

Leopardstar... and the other RiverClan cats... supported him. Did whatever he said to do.

So now I’m a RiverClan cat again, but... well... it’s hard to feel like I belong here, when I know they all wanted me dead.

This evil cat... what was his name?

Tigerstar.
THAT’S HORRIBLE!
AND I THOUGHT MY KITS
WOULD BE SAFE HERE....

I THINK
THEY WILL BE. DON’T
WORRY. RIVERCLAN ISN’T
LIKE THAT ANYMORE.

ARE YOU SURE?

THAT SIMPLE QUESTION TAKES
ME OFFGUARD. AM I SURE? HAS
RIVERCLAN CHANGED?

AND IT HITS ME. YES. THE CLAN
HAS CHANGED. THEY’VE ALL
LEARNED FROM THEIR MISTAKES.

I CAN’T IMAGINE THEM FOLLOWING
A LEADER LIKE TIGERSTAR NOW.

OR DOING KITS OR APPRENTICES
HARM FOR NO REAL REASON.

I’M SURE. YES.

BESIDES....
I’LL BE LOOKING OUT
FOR YOUR KITS. AND SO WILL
STORMFUR AND MISTYFOOT.

AND...I HOPE YOU
CAN LEARN TO TRUST YOUR
CLAN AGAIN. I KNOW CATS
MAKE MISTAKES...

THE ONES WHO
LISTENED TO TIGERSTAR
SHOULDN’T BE BLAMED FOREVER,
SHOULD THEY?

THANK YOU.

NOT IF THEY’VE LEARNED
BETTER NOW.
NEWLEAF COMES AND GOES.

GREENLEAF HAS Begun BY THE TIME LEOPARDSTAR CALLS RIVERCLAN TOGETHER AGAIN.
I, LEOPARDSTAR, LEADER OF RIVERCLAN, CALL MY ANCESTORS TO LOOK DOWN ON THESE KITS.

TODAY'S THE NIGHT. HAWK AND MoTH BECOME HAWKPaw AND MoTHpaw. OFFICIALy RIVERCLAN APPRENTICES.

MOTH AND HAWK, YOU HAVE REACHED THE AGE OF SIX MoONS, AND IT IS TIME FOR YOU TO BE APPRENTICED.

TODAY LEOPARDSTAR PICKS THEIR MENTORS.

FROM THIS DAY ON, UNTIL YOU RECEIVE YOUR WARRIOR NAMES...

YOU WILL BE KNOWN AS MoTHpaw AND HAWKPaw.
Mistyfoot, you are a fine deputy for RiverClan and taught Feathertail well when you were her mentor.

Mothpaw, your mentor will be Mistyfoot. I hope that she will pass on all she knows to you.

Mistyfoot, come forward.

You will be Mothpaw’s mentor... and I expect you to pass on all your knowledge to her.

And I...
AND I WILL BECOME YOUR MENTOR, HAWKPawl.

I HOPE TO TEACH YOU TO BE A LOYAL RIVERCLAN WARRIOR.

MOTHPAW! HAWKPawl!

MOTHPAW! HAWKPawl!

MOTHPAW! HAWKPawl!
HAWKPawl! MoTHpawl!

Mistyfoot was a great mentor, and has always been a loyal cat.

HAWKPawl! MoTHpawl!

I trust her with MoTHpawl.

I should be happy for the kits.

Leopardstar, though...

How can I ever trust her?

Although... she looks as if she wants to do her best with him. Make him a great warrior.

Starclan, I hope that's true.
THIS IS EVERYTHING I'VE EVER WANTED FOR MY KITS!

THEY'LL HAVE A WHOLE CLAN OF CATS TO LOOK OUT FOR THEM HERE. THEY'LL BELONG!

THE LIFE OF A ROGUE CAT IS SO HARD...AND NOW THEY WON'T EVER HAVE TO FACE IT.

EXCEPT - WHAT YOU WERE SAYING, BEFORE...

WILL HAWKPAW BE SAFE WITH LEOPARDSTAR?

I WISH YOU COULD HAVE BEEN HIS MENTOR INSTEAD. I KNOW YOU'D TAKE CARE OF HIM.

I WISH I COULD'VE BEEN HAWKPAW'S MENTOR, TOO. BUT THIS IS A GOOD THING.

IT'S UNUSUAL, AND A REAL HONOR, FOR THE CLAN'S LEADER TO TAKE AN APPRENTICE.
SEE, BY MAKING HERSELF AND THE CLAN DEPUTY HAWKPAY AND MOTHPAW'S MENTORS...

...SHE'S TELLING THE CLAN THAT THE TWO APPRENTICES BELONG, EVEN THOUGH THEY WEREN'T BORN IN RIVERCLAN.

THAT WOULD NEVER HAVE HAPPENED UNDER TIGERSTAR.

AM I LYING TO HER?

HAS LEOPARDSTAR CHANGED ENOUGH THAT SHE WANTS TO PROTECT THE OUTSIDERS SHE'S LET JOIN RIVERCLAN?

I THINK I'D BETTER KEEP AN EYE ON MOTHPAW AND HAWKPAY.

JUST IN CASE.
THE DAYS STRETCH ON. THE NEW APPRENTICES SEEM TO BE THRIVING.

AM I BEING MISTRUSTFUL FOR NOTHING?

ALL RIGHT. DO YOU BOTH REMEMBER WHAT I TOLD YOU ABOUT THE PROPER WAY TO POUNCE?

YES!

OKAY, THEN SHOW ME!

I'LL JUST KEEP WATCHING.

IT CAN'T HURT.
Sasha's still doing well. Some of her charm even rubs off on me, if only a tiny bit.

It was true, what I said to Stormfur. It is nice to have friends.

Nice to be part of a clan. Fully part of it.

I think I've missed this.
DID YOU SEE HOW HIGH THAT RABBIT JUMPED?

LIKE IT HAD WINGS ALL OF A SUDDEN!

WINGS OR NOT, I WAS RIGHT THERE WHEN IT CAME BACK DOWN.

HA! YEAH YOU WERE!

I'LL GET YOU!

NUH-UH, YOU'LL NEVER CATCH ME!
GOTCHA!

OOF!

HEY! NOT SO ROUGH!

TIGERSTAR COMES AND GETS THEM!

YOU KNOW WHAT HAPPENS TO BAD LITTLE KITS, DON'T YOU?

SORRY! SORRY! I'LL BE GOOD! SORRY!
SASHA...

I NEED TO ASK YOU SOMETHING.

WHEN MOSSPELT MENTIONED TIGERSTAR... WHY DID YOU LOOK SO UPSET?

TIGERSTAR'S DEAD. ALL HIS CRIMES ARE IN THE PAST. HE'S GOT NOTHING TO DO WITH YOU.
IT'S JUST... IT'S HARD TO HEAR HIS NAME USED LIKE THAT.
TO FRIGHTEN KITS.

BUT... WHY?
YOU DIDN'T EVEN KNOW TIGERSTAR!

NO MATTER WHAT HE DID.

I NEVER SAID THAT.

PARDON ME?
WHAT EXACTLY ARE YOU SAYING?

I...

FEATHERTAIL, I DID KNOW TIGERSTAR.

I KNEW HIM VERY WELL.
I knew him... and I loved him.

Tigerstar is Moth and Hawk's father.

But please, please believe me. When we were together, I didn't know what he was truly like!

As soon as I found out, I left. And took the kits with me.

But you never stopped loving him?

Please don't tell the Clan! Feathertail, please.

If any cat finds out that Tigerstar is Hawkpaw and Mothpaw's father, they won't be safe.

Everything I've done has been to protect my kits.

Please don't undo all of that.
Tigerstar never met his kits. He never even knew I was expecting!

Please don't punish them for what he did wrong. That's... that's what he tried to do to you, isn't it?

Hurt you because of who your parents were?

Please, Feathertail. We're friends, aren't we?

What she's done is inexcusable. The clan would be justified to cast them out. Make them rogues again.

But it only takes a heartbeat for me to know I can't do that to them.

Sasha's right. It's not their fault.
SASHA, ON THE OTHER PAW...

FINE. I'LL KEEP YOUR SECRET.

BUT YOU AND I ARE DONE.

FEATHERTAIL, NO... PLEASE. YOU'RE MY BEST FRIEND.
YOU KNEW!
I TOLD YOU WHAT TIGERSTAR DID TO ME. TO STORMFUR, TO STONEFUR. AND NOT ONLY DID YOU KEEP YOUR SECRET...
YOU STILL LOVE THAT... THAT TYRANT.

THERE'S NO WAY I CAN BE YOUR FRIEND, OR HAVE ANY TRUST IN YOU, ANYMORE.

IN FACT...

YOU'VE LET ME SEE THE TRUTH.
YOU AND I HAVE ALWAYS BEEN STRANGERS, SASHA.

I JUST DIDN'T REALIZE IT UNTIL NOW.
Before, I kept an eye on Hawkpaw and Mothpaw to make sure Leopardstar didn’t hurt them.

Now...

Sasha’s horrible secret pounds in my head. Let me see the truth.

Now it feels as if I have to keep an eye on every cat.

And the truth is...

I can’t trust any cat.
IT'S BETTER TO BE ALONE.

AT LEAST I CAN TRUST MYSELF.
HEY... HAS ANY CAT SEEN FEATHERTAIL?

Yeah - I think she's over there.

There you are.
Sleeping outside the warriors' den? Feathertail, I thought you were finally making friends.

What happened? It's like you're more alone now than ever.
STORMFUR HAS ALWAYS BEEN TRUE TO ME. ALWAYS THE ONE FRIEND I KNEW I HAD.

I...CAN'T TELL YOU EXACTLY WHAT HAPPENED. BUT I KNOW YOU'RE MY FRIEND. I DON'T NEED ANY OTHER CAT.

FEATHERTAIL, THAT'S NO WAY TO LIVE. WE NEED TO DEPEND ON OUR CLAN! THAT'S WHY WE HAVE CLANS!

BUT THIS IS TOO BIG TO PUT ON HIM. WHAT IF HE LET IT SLIP? THE KITS COULD GET HURT.

I...
I JUST...
I'M SORRY.

I CAN'T.

WHATEVER.
THE TRUTH ABOUT SASHA AND TIGERSTAR JUST KEEPS WEIGHING HEAVIER AND HEAVIER ON ME.

ESPECIALLY NOW THAT HAWKPAWS'S GETTING BIGGER. I DON'T KNOW IF I WOULD'VE NOTICED, IF I DIDN'T KNOW HIS SECRET...

...BUT HE'S STARTING TO LOOK A LOT LIKE HIS FATHER. AND HE MOVES THE SAME WAY, WITH THE SAME INTENSITY.

SO MUCH THAT IT'S... IT'S A LITTLE LIKE HAVING TIGERSTAR RIGHT BACK HERE IN THE CAMP.

SHOULD I TELL THE REST OF RIVERCLAN THE TRUTH?

BY KEEPING IT TO MYSELF, AM I PUTTING THE CLAN IN DANGER?

BUT I DON'T HAVE A CHOICE. I MADE A PROMISE.

EVEN THOUGH THE THOUGHT OF WHAT HAWKPAW MIGHT BECOME SENDS SHIVERS DOWN MY BACK.
Over the course of this Greenleaf...

I've gotten pretty good at keeping an eye on things.

And I don't miss it when Leopardstar and Sasha have a conversation about...

Something. Something upsetting.

Next time, Sasha.

You can be sure of that.

Hmmm.
CATS OF RIVERCLAN!

THE MOON HAS GROWN FULL - IT'S TIME FOR A GATHERING!

THESE CATS WILL ATTEND WITH ME:

STORMFUR. MISTYFOOT. MUDFUR. FEATHERTAIL...

INTERESTING. THE NAMES LEOPARDSTAR DOESN'T CALL, I THINK, ARE JUST AS IMPORTANT AS THE ONES SHE DOES.

BY THE TIME SHE FINISHES, I STILL HAVEN'T HEARD SASHA. OR HAWKPAAW OR MOTHPAW.

IS SHE NOT YET READY FOR OTHER CLANS TO KNOW SHE'S TAKEN IN ROGUES?

OR IS IT SOMETHING ELSE?
FOURTREES.

SITE OF THE GATHERING.

I'VE ALWAYS LOVED THIS PLACE. ESPECIALLY NOW...
...because it means I get to see my father.
CATS FROM ALL FOUR CLANS...

DIFFERENCES PUT ASIDE. NO TERRITORIES TO FIGHT OVER.

PART OF ME WISHES WE DIDN'T NEED CLANS AT ALL.

THEN IT WOULDN'T MATTER HOW I FELT ABOUT RIVERCLAN, OR ITS LEADER.
I am happy to share with every cat here that ThunderClan is doing well!

There has been adequate prey, and even though we did experience a bout of greencough...

...which Firestar is still recovering from. Our medicine cat, Cinderpelt, was able to cure it easily.

It’s good to see Graystripe up there.

Yes, but I hope Firestar is okay. He’s been sick for a while.
LEOPARDSTAR AND THEN THE OTHER CLAN LEADERS SHARE THEIR WORDS.

WHEN THEY ARE DONE, THE MOON HAS CROSSED THE SKY AND THE GATHERED WARRIORS ARE FREE TO CATCH UP WITH OTHER CLANS.

THE VOICES OF SO MANY SOCIALIZING CATS MINGLE INTO A KIND OF DULL ROAR.

I'M ONLY INTERESTED IN TALKING TO ONE, THOUGH.

FEATHERTAIL...STORMFUR... EACH TIME I SEE YOU, I CAN HARDLY BELIEVE IT.

MY KITS, FULL-GROWN WARRIORS.

I AM SO PROUD OF YOU TWO!
THANKS!

SO, HOW COME YOU'RE STILL REPRESENTING FIRESTAR? IS HE REALLY STILL SICK?

HE'S IMPROVING, DON'T WORRY.

I'M SURE HE'LL BE AT THE NEXT GATHERING.

HEY, THERE'S BRAMBLECLAW AND ASHFUR. LET ME GO CATCH UP WITH THEM.

FEATHERTAIL... YOU LOOK SAD. ARE YOU ALL RIGHT?

I'M FINE.

I NOTICED THAT YOU AND YOUR BROTHER WEREN'T EXACTLY MINGLING WITH THE REST OF YOUR CLANMATES.

ARE YOU SURE YOU'RE ALL RIGHT?

ARE YOU HAPPY IN RIVERCLAN? IS EVERY CAT TREATING YOU WELL THERE?
WELL...

I JUST FIND IT HARD TO TRUST THE RIVERCLAN CATS.

NO CAT'S MISTREATING US, NO.

AND ESPECIALLY LEOPARDSTAR.

AFTER EVERYTHING THAT HAPPENED.

I UNDERSTAND.

YOU AND YOUR BROTHER ARE ALWAYS WELCOME IN THUNDERCLAN.

AND I WANT YOU TO REMEMBER...

NO CAT WOULD OBJECT. YOU'RE MY KITS.

I DON'T KNOW.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO BECOME THUNDERCLAN WARRIORS IF THAT'S WHAT YOU WANT.

STORMFUR DEFINITELY BELONGS IN RIVERCLAN. HE LOVES IT THERE.
AND IF HE'S HAPPY THERE, I'M HAPPY FOR HIM.

BUT I WOULD ALSO LOVE TO HAVE MY DAUGHTER IN THUNDERCLAN WITH ME.

BUT... AS LONG AS STORMFUR IS STILL PART OF RIVERCLAN...

I APPRECIATE THE OFFER. I MEAN IT.

I FEEL LIKE I SHOULD AT LEAST TRY TO FIND MY PLACE THERE, TOO.

ALL RIGHT.

BUT THE OFFER IS ALWAYS OPEN.

THANK YOU.
I spend the night with my father’s words echoing in my head.

But then, the next morning, before I can give them any further thought...

Feathertail. I need to talk to you. In private.

What do you want, Sasha? I have nothing to say to you.

Please.

Maybe not, but I think you’ll want to hear this.
I'm leaving RiverClan.

Sasha, you...

You don't need to leave because of me.

I don't like what you've done, but I promised to keep your secret, and I meant it.

This isn't because of you.

Leopardstar wants me to join the clan, officially.

She already thinks I've stalled for too long.
She wants to introduce us all to the other clans.

Too many of the Shadowclan cats knew me when I was with Tigerstar...

It's generous. And amazing. And I can't do it.

...and if they see me with my kits, they'll know Tigerstar was Moth and Hawk's father. Especially since Hawk's looking more like Tigerstar every day.

They won't let us stay. Not after all that Tigerstar did.

At best, they'll drive us out.

At worst... they'll kill us.

I can't argue with her. She's right, and we both know it.

So I'm leaving.
Hawkpaw and Mothpaw have decided to stay here. I... urged them to. They already feel like they belong here, and...

They'll be safe this way.

Will you still keep their secret? Even after I'm gone?

Please, Feathertail. Promise me you will.

I already said I would!

You think I'd put those kits in danger just because you're not here?

This is the last thing I'll ever ask of you. But I need to know.

Will you promise to keep their secret, forever? No matter what? Say it. Please say it.

I won't turn against your kits, Sasha. I won't do what Tigerstar did.

I promise.
I’ve spent all day now trying to figure out some way for Sasha to stay in RiverClan. To stay with her kits.

I couldn’t come up with anything. She’s right.

If Hawkpaw and Mothpaw are going to stay safe, Sasha can’t be here anymore.
I should be glad to see her leave.

But I'm not.

She was a good friend. For a while.

Even if it was all based on a lie.
IT'S GETTING COLDER NOW.

SUITS ME FINE.

THE COLDER IT GETS, THE MORE IMPORTANT IT IS TO BRING BACK PREY.

AND AS LONG AS I'M OUT HERE, BRINGING BACK PREY...

NO CAT HAS ANY REASON TO BOTHER ME
I was right when I told Graystripe that Stormfur belongs here.

Except, the more time he spends with all of them, the less time he has for me.

He's a RiverClan cat, through and through. Which is great...

I miss him.

But it's better to be by myself.

Not to mention, being alone makes it easier to keep watch over Hawkpaw and Mothpaw.
They both seem like praiseworthy apprentices. I never see them acting lazy or stubborn.

There’s something about Hawkpaw. I can’t shake it. Something about him that bothers me.

I tell myself it’s “something.” That’s not honest. I know exactly what it is.

Day by day, Hawkpaw get fiercer. More vicious. Is he just a talented fighter?

Or is he on his way to becoming as dangerous as his father?
FVVERAIL!

FVVERAIL!

LOOK WHAT I CAUGHT! LOOK AT THE SIZE OF IT! HAVE YOU EVER SEEN A SQUIRREL THAT FAT BEFORE?
Yeah. Very nice.

I know Hawkpaw and Mothpaw have to be wondering why I don't like them anymore.

I made a promise to look out for them. Protect them. Keep their secret.

But, Starclan help me... I can't treat them the way I used to.

I just can't.
BEFORE I KNOW IT, LEAF-BARE IS ON US.

AND IT'S A HARD ONE. PREY'S GETTING SCARCE... AND TEMPERATURES FLARE.
YOU KNOW THIS IS RIVERCLAN TERRITORY, MUDCLAW!

LOOK, LEOPARDSTAR, WHAT WE KNOW IS THAT YOU'VE GOT PLENTY OF PREY IN THAT RIVER.

SO WHAT? SO YOU NEED TO GET BACK TO YOUR OWN TERRITORY...

WE NEED PREY, TOO. IF A RABBIT JUMPS OVER A STREAM BEFORE A WINDCLAN WARRIOR CATCHES IT, SO WHAT?

OR WE'LL MAKE YOU GO BACK!

BIG WORDS, RIVERCLAN! CARE TO BACK THEM UP?
RIVERCLAN - ATTACK!

I DON'T THINK LEOPARDSTAR WAS EXPECTING HAWKPAW TO CHARGE LIKE THAT...

...BUT IT ONLY TAKES A COUPLE OF HEARTBEATS FOR THE WINDCLAN PATROL TO DECIDE IT ISN'T WORTH IT.
HAWKPAW.

BUT NEXT TIME, WAIT FOR MY SIGNAL BEFORE CHARGING HEADLONG INTO BATTLE.

UNDERSTOOD?

YOU DID WELL HERE. SOMETIMES A DROP OF INTIMIDATION IS WORTH A RIVER OF CLAWS AND FANGS.

UNDERSTOOD. SORRY, LEOPARDSTAR.

LITTLE KILLER, YOU ARE!
“Little Killer,” BlackClaw says.

What if he’s right?

I can’t stop thinking about it. Can’t shake the suspicion.

What if he does have his father’s instincts?

I hope I’m wrong. I hope HawkPaw and MothPaw simply become a couple of fine RiverClan warriors.

I just wish I could be sure of that.
WELL.

AS IF PREY WEREN'T SCARCE ENOUGH BEFORE.
Sometimes I wish we could do what the squirrels do.

Live off of nuts hidden in the ground.

The squirrels barely come out at all when it's like this.

Hardly any prey does.
I suppose it's always been like this.

Leaf-bare is never easy.

But it doesn't make it any less painful to endure.

We usually have it the best out of any of the clans. Usually the fish never stop swimming...

But it doesn't matter how many fish there are, if you can't get to them.

No matter how cold it gets.
A FEW CATS TRY, BUT IT’S NO USE.

UNTIL THE RIVER THAWS, WE CAN FORGET ABOUT FISH.

THE PROBLEMS DON’T STOP AT FOOD AND THE LACK OF IT, EITHER.

I KNOW WHAT LEOPARDSTAR’S THINKING. THE RIVER PROTECTS US. IT’S A NATURAL BARRIER.

AGAINST THE CATS OF OTHER CLANS... AND AGAINST THE ANIMALS THAT WOULD LIKE TO TREAT US AS PREY.
Thanks to the cold, that protection is gone.

(Coff coff)

Hey, don’t cough on me.

I wouldn’t be coughing at all if we had some food.

I wish we did have some food, because if your mouth were full, you wouldn’t be talking. I —

AAAA!!!
That was Mosspelt!
She's standing guard!

Mosspelt? Mosspelt!

I tried... couldn't...

Couldn't stop it...
WARRIORS OF RIVERCLAN!

ATTACK!

I'VE NEVER SEEN A FOX THIS BIG... OR THIS VICIOUS.

IT'S GOT TO BE STARVING TO INVADE OUR CAMP THIS WAY.
STARVATION IS LIKE A WOUND.

AND WOUNDED ANIMALS...

ARE THE MOST DANGEROUS.

WHAM!
WE WEREN'T READY.

THE FOX IS TOO STRONG.

IF THIS IS HOW WE DIE...

IF THIS IS HOW I DIE...

I CAN THINK OF WORSE WAYS TO GO.
I'D RATHER DIE LIKE THIS THAN STARVE.

RRHOOWRRRRH!

SLATCH!
YIPE!

IT'S DOWN! DIG IN, WARRIORS!

DRIVE THE BEAST OUT!
RiverClan owes you a great deal, Hawkpaw.

You can walk? You're sure?

I landed in a big pile of snow. Relax.

Leopardstar is right. Thank you, Hawkpaw.

That fox would have killed me.

Every warrior with injuries! Head to Mudfur's den!

You're welcome, Feathertail, but it was nothing. Really.

I was just... doing what Clan cats are supposed to do, right?

I should be filled with joy right now. Stormfur wasn't badly hurt; I don't think, and I'm still breathing.

Yet... in the aftermath of that fight...

How dare Leopardstar act like she's happy my brother and I are alive?

All I can think is...
The next day, Leopardstar makes the announcement that I knew was coming.

We are no longer safe. That fox knows where we are.

Let all cats old enough to swim gather to hear my words!

With the river frozen, we don’t have any defenses against it coming back.

It might even bring other foxes.
Let it come!

Cats around Hawkpaw laugh...

We beat it once! We can do it again!

But laughter or not, we all know we might not be so lucky a second time.

I want to put together a small, quick-moving patrol to go out after the fox.

We'll track it to its den and then, when we know where it lives, return with a larger patrol — including warriors from other clans.

They'll want to get rid of this threat just as much as we do.
WHO'S GOING TO BE ON THIS PATROL?
I'LL BE LEADING IT MYSELF.
AND I'LL TAKE WITH ME...
MY APPRENTICE.

HAWKPAW.

LEOPARDSTAR, HE'S NOT READY!

AN APPRENTICE DOESN'T BELONG ON SUCH A DANGEROUS MISSION!

HAWKPAW HAS ALREADY PROVEN THAT HE'S JUST AS IMPRESSIVE A FIGHTER AS WARRIORS MANY SEASONS HIS ELDER.
AND DON'T FORGET: I AM HIS MENTOR. I'LL PROTECT HIM.

IF HE NEEDS PROTECTING.

BECAUSE LEOPARDSTAR HAS A GREAT HISTORY OF KEEPING APPRENTICES SAFE.

MISGIVINGS OR NOT... TALENT AS A WARRIOR OR NOT...

OH, HUSH, WILL YOU?

I'M THE ONE WHO PROMISED THEIR MOTHER THAT I'D KEEP HAWKPaw AND MOTHPAW SAFE.

I SEE NO OTHER CHOICE.
LEOPARDSTAR!

I VOLUNTEER FOR THE PATROL WITH YOU AND HAWKPAW!

Um - yeah! And me!

I volunteer! I want to go too!

WHAT’RE YOU DOING? THAT FOX ALMOST KILLED YOU! IT ALMOST KILLED ALL OF US.

All right. Hawkpaw, Feathertail, Stormfur, and me.

FIRST, SO WHAT? THAT JUST MEANS WE OWE IT AN EXTRA BEATING.

SECOND, YOU'RE NOT ABOUT TO LEAVE ME BEHIND IF YOU'RE HEADING OFF INTO SOMETHING THIS DANGEROUS!

Four cats are enough.
THE REST OF THE CLAN AGREES:

SINCE WE'RE GOING TO NEED OUR STRENGTH, THEY LET US HAVE WHAT LITTLE IS LEFT ON THE FRESH-KILL PILE.

AND OF COURSE OUR MEDICINE CAT BRINGS US SOME TRAVELING HERBS.

THE WHOLE CLAN IS THERE AS WE LEAVE, BUT NOT MANY OF THEM SAY ANYTHING.

I WOULDN'T KNOW WHAT TO SAY, EITHER. "GOOD LUCK?" "HAVE A SAFE TRIP?" "DON'T GET KILLED?"
ONE THING I'LL GRANT LEOPARDSTAR, WITH NO ARGUMENT...

SHE'S A MUCH BETTER TRACKER THAN THE REST OF US.

PREY-SCENT ALL BUT VANISHES IN THE SNOW...

...BUT SHE NEVER EVEN SLOWS DOWN.
Soon we reach the very edge of clan territory.

Not just RiverClan, or ThunderClan.

Any clan. the land ahead is unfamiliar to me.

That’s a good thing, though. It means the fox’s den must be farther away than we thought.

Maybe it was just passing through, and isn’t that big a threat.

Still, it’s scary, heading into the unknown like this.
I don't think I've ever been... this cold before...

Yes, and talking about it will make you warmer.

Stormfur's not wrong. I've never been this cold, either.
NEVER BEEN THIS COLD...
AND NEVER BEEN THIS CLOSE TO LEOPARDSTAR.

I’VE BEEN AVOIDING SPENDING ANY REAL TIME WITH HER FOR SO LONG...

MAYBE FOR TONIGHT I CAN PUT EVERYTHING ELSE ASIDE.

HALF-CLAN...

DON’T DESERVE TO LIVE...

TIGERSTAR SAID SO...
KILL THEM!

KILL HER AND HER BROTHER!

KILL THEM BOTH!
YOU HEARD YOUR LEADER!

TIGERSTAR WANTS THEIR HEADS!

KILL THEM! KILL THEM!

KILL THEM!
WHUGH!

WELL.

AT LEAST WE MADE IT THROUGH THE NIGHT.

WONDER IF THE FOX CAME AND CARRIED LEOPARDSTAR AWAY WHILE WE SLEPT?
AH. NO.

COULDN'T GET THAT LUCKY.

GOOD MORNING, FEATHERTAIL. I WAS FORTUNATE WITH THIS MORNING'S HUNT.

I CAN CATCH MY OWN PREY, THANKS.

WANT TO SHARE IT WITH ME?
Offer to share prey with me.

As if she cares anything about me.

She made it plenty clear how she feels about me...

And about my brother.
I WANT NOTHING FROM HER.
WAIT - HOLD ON.

SNIFF SNIFF

IT'S THIS CURSED WIND.

I'VE LOST THE SCENT.

I DON'T KNOW ABOUT ANY OTHER CAT, BUT I THINK WE'VE COME ABOUT AS FAR AS WE CAN.

LET'S HEAD BACK TO CAMP. PICK THIS UP AGAIN WHEN WE CAN ALL FEEL OUR PAWS.

HEY! HEY!

IT'S ALL RIGHT! I'VE GOT THE SCENT!
SEE? IT’S ALL RIGHT. HE’S GOT THE SCENT.

UGH. THAT’S WHAT HE SAYS.

AND WHAT WERE YOU JUST SAYING?

APPARENTLY I WASN’T SAYING ANYTHING.

AFTER YOU.

WELL.
I'd say we've arrived.

Okay, now we head back to camp, yes?
STORMFUR’S RIGHT.
WE’VE DONE WHAT WE
CAME TO DO.

TIME TO GO AND
GATHER UP THAT LARGER
PATROL, ISN’T IT?

HAWKPawl!

GET YOUR TAIL
BACK HERE!

I WANNA
SEE WHAT’S
INSIDE!

THE DEN’S
EMPTY.

IT’S ALL RIGHT,
LEOPARDSTAR!

THE FOX
ISN’T HERE!
GRRRRRHHH

GRRRRRHHH!
HAWKPawl! STAY BEHind US!

JUST FAR ENOUGH THAT WE CAN ALL MAKE A RUN FOR IT!
HIT IT HARD AND FAST! MAKE IT RETREAT, LIKE WE DID IN CAMP!

FEATHERTAIL! STORMFUR! WE NEED TO GET THE FOX TO BACK OFF -

READY...

NOW!
HIT IT!

GIVE IT EVERYTHING YOU'VE GOT!
HAWKPaw!

I TOLD YOU TO STAY BACK!

DON’T WORRY, LEOPARDSTAR, I -
GET AWAY FROM HIM!

NO! NO!

FACE ME!

I'LL CLAW YOUR EYES OUT OF YOUR -
CAN'T YOU HEAR ME?

ALL OF YOU -
RUN! RUN!

THIS IS... YOUR CHANCE!

LEAVE ME!
GO... PLEASE... GO!
ABRUPTLY IT FEELS LIKE THE WORLD HAS COME TO A STOP. LIKE A WHOLE SEASON PASSES BETWEEN EACH HEARTBEAT.

STARING INTO LEOPARDSTAR’S EYES...

SEEING THE PAIN, THE FEAR...

THE SACRIFICE.

NO MATTER WHAT SHE’S DONE IN THE PAST...

SHE’S WILLING TO GIVE UP ONE OF HER LIVES FOR MINE NOW.

AND I KNOW...
...there's no way I'm going to let her.
FEATHERTAIL!

YAAAOOOWR!
Hit it with everything you've got!

We've got to get it away from Leopardstar!

Like she said...

Whack!

AAiiirrrh!
CAN YOU ALL... MAKE IT BACK... TO CAMP?

I CAN MAKE IT. STORMFUR?

I'M SURE AS STARCLAN NOT STAYING OUT HERE ANOTHER NIGHT.

WE'RE FINE, LEOPARDSTAR. LET'S GET YOU BACK TO MUDFUR.

FEATHERTAIL... YOU KNOW CLAN LEADERS HAVE... NINE LIVES... RIGHT?

YES. SO?

WELL.

THAT'S NOT WHAT CLANMATES DO.

SO YOU SHOULD HAVE... DONE WHAT I SAID... AND LEFT ME THERE.
HERE, LEAN AGAINST ME.

I'VE FELT PRIDE BEFORE. BUT IT'S ALWAYS BEEN IN SOMETHING I'VE DONE FOR MYSELF.

THIS FEELING... THIS PRIDE IN MY CLAN...

THAT'S NEW.

FEATHERTAIL, STORMFUR, I...

I NEED TO SAY SOMETHING TO YOU... TO YOU BOTH.

I'VE WANTED TO SAY THIS FOR A LONG TIME...

BUT I COULD NEVER FIND THE RIGHT MOMENT.
I am so sorry for the way I treated you. For allying with Tigerstar. I was so... so very wrong.

I never should've trusted him.

My own ambition blinded me until it was far too late. Listen, I...

And I should've protected you.

I'm grateful you've both returned to RiverClan, and I'll understand if you can never forgive me.

But I want you to know... I'm so proud of the warriors you've grown into.

No thanks to me.
I've begun to feel this sensation. A little at a time, here and there.

Like tiny cracks in the ice of a frozen river.

Teaching the kits to swim. Spending time with Sasha.

But now... hearing Leopardstar's words, it's...

...it's as if the river ice has broken, all at once, and it's almost overwhelming me.

I'm not angry anymore.
LEOPARDSTAR, I - I THINK I CAN SPEAK FOR STORMFUR, TOO.
WE BOTH KNOW THINGS HAVE CHANGED IN RIVERCLAN.
AND WE FORGIVE YOU.

ABSOLUTELY.

THANK YOU.

THANK YOU BOTH.

I MAKE MYSELF A PROMISE, THERE ON THE SPOT. I'M GOING TO LET GO OF THE PAST.

LET MYSELF BECOME FULLY PART OF RIVERCLAN.

AND DEFEND AND PROTECT EVERY CAT IN IT.
DRIP
DRIP
DRIP

CRUNCH
AND, TO FINISH UP...

I AM HAPPY TO REPORT THAT THUNDERCLAN HAS MADE IT THROUGH LEAF-BARE WITH NO LOSS OF LIFE.

THANK YOU, FIRESTAR, AND THANK YOU, THUNDERCLAN.
RiverClan also made it through leaf-bare without losing any cats...

That patrol owed a great measure of its success to two warriors in particular – Feathertail and Stormpaw.

...but it was a very near thing, and would have been different...

...had a RiverClan patrol not tracked and killed a fox that had assaulted our camp.

Without their bravery, I would not be speaking to you tonight.
YOU TWO MAY BE GETTING TIRED OF HEARING THIS BY NOW...

BUT I AM IMMENSELY PROUD OF YOU. AND DEEPLY IMPRESSED.

THANK YOU.

WE HAVEN'T GOTTEN TIRED OF HEARING IT YET. FEEL FREE TO TELL US AS OFTEN AS YOU'D LIKE.

YOU KNOW...

WHILE I'M DELIGHTED THAT YOU'RE THRIVING, AND BECOMING GREAT RIVERCLAN WARRIORS...

...I WOULD ALWAYS BE HAPPY TO WELCOME YOU BACK TO THUNDERCLAN.

AND WE'RE PLEASED AND FLATTERED, GRAYSTRIPE.

BUT WE'VE MADE UP OUR MINDS.

RIVERCLAN IS OUR HOME.
NEWLEAF.

NEW BEGINNINGS.

I NEVER REALLY THOUGHT I COULD HAVE A NEW BEGINNING.
NOT TILL NOW.

BUT I'M STARTING TO THINK MY LIFE...

...UP TO THIS POINT...
...was sort of like a tree.

I had to let all the old leaves turn yellow and fall off...

...before the new, fresh, green ones could grow in.
LISTEN, WE'VE HAD THIS ARGUMENT MORE TIMES THAN I CAN COUNT.

IT JUST MAKES SENSE TO LET A CAT KEEP THE PREY IF THEY LEFT THEIR TERRITORY BY ACCIDENT!

YEAH? AND HOW MANY "ACCIDENTAL" TRIPS ARE YOU GOING TO MAKE INTO RIVERCLAN TERRITORY?

WHAT'RE YOU SAYING? ARE YOU CALLING US LIARS?

ARE YOU SAYING WE'D TAKE YOUR PREY ON PURPOSE?

FEATHERTAIL! YOU UNDERSTAND, DON'T YOU?

YOU KNOW WE DIDN'T MEAN TO CROSS THE RIVERCLAN BORDER, RIGHT?
END OF ARGUMENT.

NO BUTS. YOUR WARRIORS NEED TO PAY MORE ATTENTION TO THEIR SURROUNDINGS.

NOW GO! ALL OF YOU!

AND STAY OFF OUR TERRITORY!
NEW BEGINNINGS INDEED.

IT FEELS GOOD TO BE PART OF A CLAN.

TO HAVE FRIENDS...

TIME TO STOP WATCHING MOTHPAW AND HAWKPAW SO CLOSELY, TOO.

I NEED TO JUDGE THEM AS THE CATS THEY ARE...

...AND NOT BY ANYTHING ELSE.

FRIENDS I CAN TRUST.

ESPECIALLY NOT BY WHO THEIR FATHER WAS.
IT'S TIME TO BE THE BEST RIVERCLAN WARRIOR I CAN BE.

WHATEVER THAT TAKES.
WH... WHERE AM I?

THIS ISN'T CLAN TERRITORY... IS IT?

OH...

OH, THIS IS... I'M IN...

E-EXCUSE ME?

IS THIS...

...IS THIS STARCLAN?

YES IT IS, FEATHERTAIL. MY NAME IS OAKHEART.
I have a message for you, Feathertail. I need you to listen very carefully.

O-okay... I'm listening...

A time of trouble is coming upon the forest. A new prophecy must be fulfilled if the clans are to survive. And you have been chosen.

There will be great danger.

A small part of me wants to say, "No. I've risked my life too much already."

And you may not survive.
IT WANTS TO SAY, "IT'S NOT FAIR TO ASK ME TO DO MORE...."

"ESPECIALLY NOW THAT I'VE FINALLY FOUND MY PAWS IN RIVERCLAN."

BUT I'M NOT GOING TO SAY THAT. NOT TO OAKHEART. NOT TO STARCLAN. AND NOT TO MYSELF.

I'LL DO ANYTHING TO ENSURE RIVERCLAN'S SURVIVAL. AND IF I HAVE TO FACE THIS UNKNOWN DANGER...

...I'LL FACE IT LOYAL TO MY CLAN.

ALL RIGHT.

I'M READY.

THE END
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Keep reading for a sneak peek!
This is my forest. My home. It used to be beautiful...

...before the twolegs came and started ripping it apart.

Now they're trying to capture all of the cats who live here... and only StarClan knows what they'll do to them.
Some of these cats are rogues...

...but a lot of them belong to ThunderClan. My clan.

My name is Graystripe.
I'M A THUNDERCLAN WARRIOR.

AND I'LL DIE BEFORE I LET THESE CATS SUFFER ANY LONGER.
THE PLAN'S WORKING SO FAR. I DISTRACT THE TWOLEGS...

...WHILE SQUIRRELPAW LEADS BRAMBLECLAW, RAINWHISKER, AND THORNCLAW INTO THE TWOLEGS' MONSTER.

GO! GO! GET OUT OF HERE!

WE'RE NOT LEAVING WITHOUT YOU, BRIGHTHEART!
GO, PLEASE!

YOU HEARD HER!

MOVE!

THE MONSTER STARTS ROARING, AND THEN RUNS...

...AND I'VE GOT NO CHOICE.

GRAYSTRIPED!
CRASH

GO! JUMP!

SLAM
OH NO...OH NO!

SLAM

GRAYSTRIPE!
CHAPTER 1

I remember the first time I saw Firestar... as clear as yesterday.

Neither one of us had seen more than six moons when I found him in the forest.

He was born and raised a kittpet...

...living a soft, sheltered life in a twoleg nest.
BUT THE WAY HE FOUGHT, THERE WAS NO QUESTION.

HE WAS A WARRIOR.

FIREFSTAR AND I BECAME BEST FRIENDS ALMOST AT ONCE.

AND THERE WAS A PROPHECY...A MESSAGE FROM STARCLAN THEMSELVES.
RUN! RUN, WE HAVE TO STAY AHEAD OF IT!

THEY TOLD US THAT FIRE WOULD SAVE THE CLAN.

FASTER, FIRESTAR, WE HAVE TO STAY AHEAD OF IT.

FIRESTAR?
FIRESTAR!

BUT NOW THE CLAN IS GONE...

WHERE ARE YOU? I CAN'T SEE YOU!

FIRESTAR IS GONE...

AND I'VE NEVER FELT MORE LOST AND ALONE.

WHERE ARE YOU?
OW.

STILL HERE...

IT'S NOT A DREAM.

WHY CAN'T IT BE A DREAM?
I'll go mad if I have to stay locked up in this place much longer.
I've been here, with the twolegs, for at least a quarter-moon.

I'm trying to make the best of it.

The food in here is terrible... can't believe I'm supposed to eat this stuff!

But it's cold and wet outside... and warm and dry in here.
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CAN THE PAST EVER BE FORGOTTEN?

When RiverClan fell under the rule of the vicious tyrant Tigerstar, Feathertail and her brother, Stormfur, barely escaped with their lives. Now Tigerstar is gone, and RiverClan must move forward in unity and strength. Feathertail isn’t sure she can forgive her Clanmates’ betrayal. But when RiverClan takes in a rogue cat named Sasha and her two kits, Feathertail must find a way to escape the shadows of the past if she is to be a part of her Clan’s future.
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